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There cannot be a person who can resist looking at the beautiful emerald rings. These rings are rich
green in colour and are so beautiful that every face shines with glow once it gazes over the rings.
Yes, there is a different charm of wearing this beautiful gemstone, which sets it apart in the world of
gemstones. These rings really belong to the world where you would find nothing ugly, the world
which has in its store only the beautiful things. The article you are reading can be of great use to
you, if you are looking forward to buy these rings.

Beryl is a mineral which constitutes a large portion in the composition of emeralds. The presence of
chromium and vanadium makes an emerald look green. On one hand, Beryl constitutes a big
amount in an emerald, only a little amount of chromium is found in the beautiful gemstone. Oil is
used as a shiner for an emerald. The experts believe that oil acts as the ultimate intensifier of the
rich green colour of this ravishing gemstone. Although, there are many fools who believe that
treating an emerald in ultrasonic machine would make it look shiny. In truth, doing so would only
make its appearance dull. Instead, you can use a soft piece of cotton cloth to clean your gem.

Emerald rings can prove to be costlier than diamonds. Yes, if the emeralds are of superior quality,
they are even more expensive than any diamond. A high quality emerald comes with inclusions,
which are impossible to be seen with naked eye. The jewellery experts keep with them a magnifying
glass to study those inclusions. The parameter on which you should judge the quality of an emerald
is its rich green colour. The darker your gemstone will be, the finer it will be. All in all, you need to
look at the intensity of green colour. Please do take immense care of your emerald ring to avoid it
from any kind of breakage. Do not spot your ring while playing any sport. Also, keep it off while you
are involved in any of the domestic chores.

For pious occasions like engagements, emerald engagement rings are the ultimate choice. The best
part you are to pay much lesser than the diamonds and also you get the gorgeous appearance to
beautify your hand. Emerald engagement rings are indeed a perfect choice.
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